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Country Australia

Core Institution Particulate Fluids Processing Centre, The University of
Melbourne

Co-Chair (name and title) Geoff Stevens, Director, Professor
Number of  Cooperating Institutions 0

Cooperating Institutions

Result of Program Implementation

Achievements in FY2006 (Self Review)

In FY2006, 4 research collaborations, 7 seminars, and the 4 researcher exchanges were carried out
as scheduled, except the 2nd seminar which was cancelled because of sickness. The collaboration
projects were carried out in such a way that the Japanese researchers visited their collaborating
institutes, exchanged their scientific ideas and sometimes performed the experiments with the
collaborators to obtain fruitful results within two years. 20 researchers of the partner institutions in
total visited Kyoto university and the alliance universities. 7 seminars were held with those visiting
researchers, in which 249 researchers and students in total participated to exchange the up-to-
date information. We sent 29 people to the three partner institutions (11 to University of Leeds, 11
to The University of Melbourne, and 7 to University of Florida), and established strong networks
between individuals via the scientific meetings held at the partner institutes.

The following achievements were made this year through the activities described above. (1) The
basic and strong networks for “Advanced Particle Handling Science" between Kyoto University,
Japanese alliance universities and three foreign partner universities were established. (2) A huge
amount of information on Advanced Particle Handling Science was accumulated among Japanese
researchers. (3) Three collaboration researches started, and two new collaboration researches were
born through the discussions between participants. (4) Tight networks between young researchers
of next generation were formed through 6th seminar, “Young Researchers’ Meeting 2006". (5) The
special issue for the papers presented at “Young Researchers’ Meeting 2006"was decided to be
published in Advanced Powder Technology. (6) Especially young researchers were well trained for
how to negotiate and discuss with researchers of different culture. (7) Individual intimate
connections between researchers were strengthen.

It is worth noting that young Japanese researchers used this program very actively and effectively
to make their own strong international networks and collaborations, which will result in the leading
networks and collaborations of the next generation in the field of particle science and technology.
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Future Plan (Measures toward Achieving Research Objectives)

In FY2007, we will begin an informal exchange with two institutions in Germany, aiming at
establishing the network with them in near future. Hence, much stronger world-wide network among
Kyoto, Florida, Leeds, Melbourne, and the institutions in Germany will be formed so that further
developments of Advanced Particle Handling Science will be expected. On the basis of these
achievements, we would like to establish the Advanced Research Institute of Particle Science at
Katsura Int’tech Center, Graduate School of Engineering, Kyoto University, as the core institute of
advanced particle handling science in Japan. This institute aims to work on “the fundamentals for
handling technology of micro and nano particles” to solve not only  the problems which appear in
various particle handling processes of industries, such as, the production processes of high-
performance materials made from highly functionalized nano-particles, but also the “nano-risk”
problems which appear by exposuring nano-particles to the living bodies.
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